


The true workman must put his individual intelligence and enthusiasm into the

goods which he fashions. He must have a natural attitudefor his work so strong that

no education can force him away from his special bent. He must be allowed to think

ofwhat he is doing, and to vary his work as the circumstances ofit vary, and his

own moods. He must forever he stirring to make thepiece at which he is at work

hetter than the last. He must refuse at anyhody's bidding to turn out-1 won't say

a bad-but even an indifferent piece ofwork, whatever the public wants, or
thinks it wants,

- William Morris

Preface

Unless the distinction vanishes in some cyborg future, people will always

be more interesting than technology. People have talents and intentions

that technology may serve. People also have much more immediate require

ments, such as for food, clothing, and transportation, which modern tech

nology has provided quite effectively. But when these material needs are

mostly met, continued industrial production increasingly depends on in

vented needs and induced demands, which are neither satisfying nor sus

tainable. People cannot endure as "consumers," but must actively practice

at something, however humble. This means that the ultimate significance

of postindustrial technology has to be in serving the need to work well

and not in automation. Here at the close of this very technological century,

even the most hard-nosed technologists have begun to admit this. For ex

ample, the computer industry now advertises not computers, bur human

computer partnerships: it matters less what the technology can do alone

than what you want to do with it.

This is especially true in design. Consider how antiquated the philos

ophy of automatic design computing has become. Back in the space-age
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1960s, high modern thinking actually sought to expunge any recourse to

personal or habitual knowledge in design, and as recently as the head

strong 1980s many researchers seemed to believe in a completely formal

ized artificial intelligence. But by now such positivistic endeavors have

achieved the quality of self-caricature. By now it is absurd to ignore the

role of talent, of inarticulable knowledge, of contextual understanding, and

of dedicated practice. Of course, these are some of the most interesting

qualities of people.

Nevertheless, technology has become more intriguing than ever. As

computers have expanded their roles from business automation into

personal communication and visual arts, and as the internet has suddenly

connected so many of us into a veritable ecology of talents, dearly the expe

rience of technology has improved. Clearly we have escaped that industrial

age in which technology and talent were so directly opposed. In the pro

cess, we are reuniting skill and intellect.

Early in the 1990s, I began hearing references to some of my skillful

intellectual colleagues as craftsmen. This seemed quite odd because these

people worked in the abstract realm of computers. Yet somehow this lin

guistic turn made sense, as if it filled a gap in our understanding. It was a

big gap-one worth a book. Now the book is complete and the word

"craft" has come into widespread usage in a great range of contexts, from

beer to business memos to biomorphic spline surface modeling.

Virtual craft still seems like an oxymoron; any fool can tell you that

a craftsperson needs to touch his or her work. This touch can be indirect

indeed no glassblower lays a hand on molten material-but it must be

physical and continual, and it must provide control of whole processes. Al

though more abstract endeavors such as conducting an orchestra or compos

ing elegant software have often been referred to as crafts, this has always

been in a more distant sense of the word. Relative to these notational

crafts, our nascent digital practices seem more akin to traditional handi

crafts, where a master continuously coaxes a material. This new work is

increasingly continuous, visual, and productive of singular form; yet it has

no material.

In attempting to unwrap this contradiction, I have taken some

unconventional approaches. I have tried to avoid the twin academic traps

of scientific overspecialization and literary deconstruction and yet come

away with something more than just palliative folk psychology. I have pur

sued comprehensiveness over certainty, as if lateral resonance and interdisci

plinary insight are now too important to neglect just because they evade

empirical proof. So in the spirit of inclusion, may you find enough unantici

pated juxtapositions and fortunate discoveries to offset any assumptions

and oversimplifications necessitated by the book's range. May you find

some resonance with practices of your own. Finally, may you also share

some joy in a variety of humane viewpoints, as if that alone can make schol

arship worthwhile.

•
•
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Introduction

How might you read this book? In what manner is it intended to be

received? How is it organized? How much does it expect you to know

already? For whom has it been written?

In the unusual event that a master takes time out to articulate a

craft, the result seldom takes a well-established literary form. If a scholar

attempts to connect divergent aspects of a fundamental human activity, the

result may not adhere to established standards of academic rigor. When

such aspects range from the poetic to the technical, the social, and the theo

retical, there may be no level at which all of the writing can work for every

reader.

This book has been written and edited with four particular audi

ences in mind. The first of these groups is quite general: those urbane

individuals who have decided only recently that computing has become a

worthwhile topic. Many of these people might want a book that is neither

about how to accomplish some particular process, nor how to assess what

so much technology means-and most computer-related books seem to be
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one or the other of these. Instead, a literate person anticipating some com

puter experience might want to hear from a veteran about what using the

technology is like, and which among the infinity of technical issues might

still matter tomorrow, and how creative computing fits within a larger in

tellectual history. Such a person should enjoy this book without any prior

knowledge of the subject matter. If the technical material is to make any

sense, however, the general reader should have had at least enough rudi

mentary exposure to computer usage that elementary pieces of jargon such

as "window" or "pointing" seem normaL The general reader is invited to

skip over parts of the middle, more technical section if those s'eem too dry.

The heart of the argument lies in the final third of the book, so get there!

The second audience should consist of technology specialists. Ex

perts in human-computer interaction, software designers, and various

other specialists may enjoy hearing from a seasoned if occasionally naive

"user" what kind of anthropological and psychological issues seem to mat

ter. Computer scientists in particular may uncover aesthetic terminologies

and arguments pertinent to their own endeavors.

The third audience is academic. Orthodox researchers in computa

tion should find an eccentric reminder of the peril that lies in ignoring

whatever fails to fit one's theories or show up on one's instruments. Critical

theorists and media arts critics should find a few jabs but also a neostructur

alist case for digital aesthetics. Others such as cognitive neuroscientists,

behavioral psychologists, and ethnographers of work might skim for inter

esting connections to their own conceptual structures.

The fourth anticipated audience could become the largest. It is all

the digital craftsmen and craftswomen out there. Admittedly most people

are not artists, and most computer usage experts are not philosophers, but

there could be countless postindustrial artisans waiting for someone to ac

knowledge their artistry and humanity in a literate way. These are not the

unfortunate legions consigned to tedious, injurious, back-office data-entry

work, nor the also numerous dumb-it-down office automation managers,

nor the high-end Hollywood special-effects gurus, but a growing class

of everyday digital artifact producers. Anyone who makes a living on his

mastery of a suite of software media applied to a particular discipline, who

knows he is something far better than an industrial equipment attendant,

(e.g., a "CAD operator"), who wants greater recognition or even license for

artistry in very practical work, and who yet takes time to read anthro

techno-psychological books, might enjoy what he finds here. Such a person

need nor read every word, for much content should sound familiar. Again,

for those who skip around, the heart of the argument lies in the final

section.

The organization of the book is essentially as follows. Parr I explores

the fundamental humanity of handicraft, design vision, and tool usage, and

introduces the potential impact of computing on each of these. In a way,

the whole section is an Introduction. Because the book is inclusive and

sometimes divergent by nature, it needs introduction from a variety of

points on the intellectual compass. Indeed, chapter 1 is five separate intro

ductions-a suite of prologues. In reading this part of the book it is not as

important to keep track of a thread, which would be difficult to do in any

case, as to develop scope.

Part II reviews the technical and theoretical foundations for the prop

osition of the computer as a medium. As technical exposition it is presum

ably less entertaining than the other parts of the book. As a work for a

broad audience having such a range of technical backgrounds, it invites

detailed attention in some places and cursory review in others. Beginners

might jump our where experts might jump in. Be aware that these three

chapters change scope from the most general to the very specific. Chapter

4, on symbols, is quite necessary to the overall book structure, but is some

times quite cursory. Conversely, chapter 6, on constructions, is less essen

tial to the overall argument except as a representative study based on the

author's main area of depth. It is therefore the least necessary for the gener

alist to grasp, but at the same time perhaps the most credible for the spe

cialist who is looking for cases of experience. But despite this invitation to

jump around, these chapters have been laid out so that anyone should be

able to follow their development in sequence.

Part III presents the experience ofcraft in the world ofdigital media.
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In comparison to the other sections, which draw heavily on established

sources to establish general intellectual context, this section offers a re

sponse to that context. Its three chapters make respective cases for com

puter as medium, the necessity of playful production, and the necessity of

involved practice. These chapters do not necessarily draw a firm conclusion

on where we are and how we got here, for we are in too many states and

places to say, but they should express one clear voice on the personal worth

of work.

Throughout the book, illustrations and examples have been drawn

from a variety of disciplines. Due to this wide scope, certain sources have

been taken as representative guides, at times to the exclusion of others,

through wide areas of the literature. Graphical illustrations have often

been taken from more traditional disciplines, such as architecture, but that

selection should not suggest that this is a book only for members of those

disciplines. Anyone who builds or practices software for giving form to

things, whether in painting, animating, modeling, simulating, or manufac

turing could take interest. Maya broad range of people find relevance here.

Human Context
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1 Hands

Five Prologues

1 Hands Are Underrated

Hands are underrated. Eyes are in charge, mind gets all the study, and

heads do all the talking. Hands type letters, push mice around, and grip

steering wheels, so they are not idle, just underemployed.

This is a sorry state of affairs, for hands can contribute much to work

ing and knowing. By pointing, by pushing and pulling, by picking up

tools, hands act as conduits through which we extend our will to the

world. They serve also as conduits in the other direction: hands bring us

knowledge of the world. Hands feel. They probe. They practice. They give

us sense, as in good common sense, which otherwise seems to be missing

lately.

Take a look at your hands. Right now they are holding this book.

That alone makes the book more intimate than television. The two hands

are working together, but sometimes one might take over the holding, by

putting a thumb on the opposite leaf, while the other reaches out to adjust

a lamp or raise a drink to your lips. When that hand comes back, the
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1.1 Hands enJoving direct contact

with material, from the documentary

In Praise Of Hands

two may find their old positions or assume new ones: the variations seem

endless. Even amid this simple activity, hands seem to have a life of

their own. I

Hands show life most when at work. They don't just hold: they

grasp, they pinch, they press, they guide. To pick up a coin, to turn a key,

to lift a handle: each uses a fundamentally different grip. Work that

applies force takes a different form than work that exercises precision.

Moreover, all this work is fast: the hand is quicker than the eye. Hands are

versatile, too: they give and take pressure, heat, and texture, and maybe

other energy fields. (Try a foot massage with the hands just above the

skin.) And for working hands, taking may be as important as giving:

hands get shaped. They may get callused or stained. They pick up

experience.

Much life of the hands is a form of knowledge: not a linguistic or

symbolic knowledge such as you might use to read this book or write a

computer program, but something based more on concrete action, such as

sculpting plaster or clay. The knowledge is not only physical, but also expe

riential. The way of hands is personal, contextual, indescribable. Little can

surpass the hands in showing that we know more than we can say. Psychol

ogists and social scientists have studied this inarticulable knowledge exten

sively, and they have many names for it: operative, action-centered,

enactive, reflection-in-action, know-how. The most common word is skill.

You might be skillful at anything from a plainly mechanical task to

a subtle lifelong practice. For example, perhaps you can type quickly, or

have mastered wood joinery. Maybe you draw quite well. You probably

understand skill in terms of your own abilities, whatever their level and

application, and for this reason the word has as many meanings as there are

different talents. However, we might generalize: skill is the learned ability

to do a useful process well.

Some forms of this ability bear detailed study; others do not. For ex

ample, among cognitive psychologists there is substantial literature on a

form of hand-eye coordination known as tracking. Technically, tracking is

the use of continuous compensatory feedback ro keep a rool on target, as in

driving a car, or catching a ball. Similatly, there has been much study of

skill in executing long sequences of discrete events, as for data entry or

parts assembly. By contrast, there seems ro be less documentation of skills

that are not so purely behavioral, for example, skills of recognition, of

appraisal, of knowing the limits of material. For example, although any

experienced mechanic knows the feel of a well-tightened nut and bolt-he

or she can recognize the point where the elasricity of the threads has been

fully taken up-there is no easy way to test this skill except by indirecr

means, such as statistically sampling the results of skilled work. Although

productivity is perhaps a measure of such a skill, the skill is not mere

productivity.

Skill also differs from talent, and from conceptual grasp, even if it

may reflect them. Talent seems native, and concepts come from schooling,

but skill is learned by doing. It is acquired by demonstration and sharp

ened by practice. Although it comes from habitual activity, it is not

purely mechanical. This is evident not only in the fact that some skills are
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1.2 The versatile hand: various grips and grasps

difficult to measure, bur also in that skill can become the basis of an avoca

tion. Commitment to skillful practice lies at the heart of traditional work,

and although we cannot always explain how, we sense that the most refined

practices belong to the hands.

Hands are underrated because they are poorly understood. Artists

have seldom been able to simultaneously exercise and scrutinize their man

ual talents. Traditional artisans have seldom been inclined to articulate

their expertise. Academics, despite a growing faction interested in "body

criticism," generally ignore the hands in their epistemologies of the mind.

There are exceptions, as in medicine. For example, kinesiologists can con

struct prehension for artificial hands. Psychologists can prescribe sensory

motor learning to rehabilitate wounded hands. Surgeons can use remote

control technologies that support some aspects of rheir delicate manual

skill. Even in medicine, however, researchers seem unable to formulate

much beyond rhe mechanical aspects of manual behavior. 2 Science has

trouble explaining a caress.

Maybe the best defense of skill to appear in modern philosophical

writing occurs within the philosopher/chemist Michael Polanyi's study of

scientific learning, Personal Knowledge (1958). Polanyi aimed to show that

even factual knowledge is acquired through personal commitment. His

main argument concerns the subjective act of affirming objective scientific

methods. Whatever it is that drives a researcher to pursue particular sorts

of findings is inarticulable and personal. Polanyi's study probes tacit knowl

edge in a variety of nonscientific settings as well. For example, his most

striking (and oft-cited) image portrays the hands playing a piano: "Musi

cians regard it as a glaringly obvious fact that the sounding of a note can

be done in different ways, depending on the 'touch' of the pianist. To

acquire the right touch is the endeavor of every learner, and the mature

artist counts its possession among his chief accomplishments. The pianist's

touch is prized alike by the public and by his pupils: it has a great value in

money. Yet when the process of sounding a note is analyzed, it appears dif

ficult to account for the existence of touch."3

Not surprisingly, many advances in touch technology that have

occurred since Polanyi's time have come from digital musicians. The
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standard code for the musical instrument digital interface (MIDI) has

effectively allowed many musicians to become instrument designers.

Besides encoding sound waveforms, and supporting sequencers, MIDI con

trols interpretation of input actions such as keyboard strokes. Thus, for

example, it can program a specific relation of touch to timbre, or it can

program a pressure-sensitive device to transform an existing audio stream.4:

Yet this electro-mechanical virtuosity has not necessarily demystified

traditional instruments. Nor has it carried nearly so far into other art

forms, such as drawing or sculpture, let alone into everyday business.

By and large, everyday computing involves very little touch technol

ogy. Most ordinary tools and technologies, and most understandings of

skillful process, exist without explicit formulations for the role of the

hands. Nonmechanical aspects of touch elude practical engineering; some

elude scientific description.

Often it is difficult to simultaneously apply and study a skill. Note

that effectively maintained skill tends to hold a subsidiary relation to the

focus of the action. Even if rules exist, we are not conscious of following

them. It is emblematic, as Polanyi notes, that: "If a pianist shifts his atten

tion from the piece he is playing to the observation of what he is doing

with his fingers while playing it, he gets confused and may have to stop."~

Hands are not the sole locus of this kind of personal knowledge. The

entire body may "know," as in dance. In such cases, knowledge is all the

more likely to be physically inscribed, without an overtly intellectual com

ponent. What, for example, are the rules for swimming? Henri Bergson

described this condition quite pleasingly: "Thousands and thousands of

variations on the theme of walking will never yield a rule for swimming:

come, enter the water, and when you know how to swim, you will under

stand how the mechanism of swimming is connected to that of walking.

Swimming is an extension of walking, but walking would never have

pushed you on to swimming."6

The work of hands, however, intrigues us more than most other

forms of action. The hands can lend an interest to full bodily exertion, as

in sport, but they can also act as guides or outlets for intellectual endeavor,

as in art. Their learning can be subtle and practiced, more like piano

playing and less like swimming. Hands, more than any other parr of the

body, become quite skilled.

If manual ability has a way of defying explanation, that is because it

is based not in language but in action. Skill is participatory. This same basis

makes it durable: any teacher knows that active participation is the way to

retainable knowledge. In this regard skill has intrinsic, personal worth. It

is an achievement. Almost any practiced person values her skill above and

beyond what it is good for producing, as though there were psychological

benefits to mastery itself.

For example, the circumstances of practice are often themselves a

source of satisfaction. This is because skill is sentient: it involves cognitive

cues and affective intent. It is also very habitual. In particular, it develops

an intimate relation with certain contexts or tools, which makes it individ

ual. No two people will be skilled alike; no machine will be skilled at all.

Of course the latter is debatable if we accept simple mechanical or deduc

tive capacity as skill-but we are maintaining that there is a sentient

component too. One way our sentient activity differs from the action of

machines is play. We putter about in our studios. We enjoy being skilled.

We experiment to grow more so. Skills beget more skills.

In sum, hands are the best source of tacit personal knowledge be

cause of all the extensions of the body, they are the most subtle, the most

sensitive, the most probing, the most differentiated, and the most closely

connected to the mind. They deserve to be admired.

2 The Phenomenon of Handicraft

"In Praise of Hands" is the name of two celebrated works of criticism

worth recalling during these early days of abstract computational media.

The first of these is the final chapter of Henri Focillon's classic aesthetic

treatise, The Life ofForms in Art (1934). The second is a documentary film,

In Praise ofHands (1974), with a narrative by poet laureate Octavio Paz.

Focillon addresses the dynamics of creativity, for which he argues

that art must be tangible.7 Object form, he asserts, is the one way to record

the flux of forms that occurs in space, in matter, and especially in the
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mind. The apprehension and giving of form is a dynamic process, rather

than a static code; giving form gives works their meaning. Of course the

givers of form are the hands. Focillon writes: "When one realizes that the

quality of a tone or of a value depends not only on the way in which it is

made, but also on the way in which it is set down, then one understands

that the god in five persons manifests himself everywhere."8 Through

the hand, authorship involves execution, and expression involves

workmanship.

The quality of being set down may be understood as being what we

might call "thrown," that is, executed at a particular moment, with a par

ticular degree of skill, and with particular idiosyncrasy to the result. This

suggests a focused action, at which moment the focused skill of the hands

becomes critical, interrupting a more usual state during which time the

hands quietly probe. The most essential point to Focillon's argument is

that form giving is a two-way process. "The hand knows that an object has

physical bulk, that it is smooth or rough, that it is not soldered to heaven

or earth from which it appears to be inseparable. The hand's action defines

the cavity of space and the fullness of the objects which occupy it. Surface,

volume, density, and weight are not optical phenomena. Man first learned

about them between his fingers and in the hollow of his palm."9 Whereas

the eyes stay fixed on the outer surface of things, hands have a way ofgetting

inside, and so they contribute more to our belief in the reality of the world.

Hands also discover. They have a life of their own that leads them

into explorations. For example, a sculptor's feel for a material will suggest

actions to try, and places to cut. Learning through the hands shapes creativ

ity itself. "The hand is not the mind's docile slave. It searches and experi

ments for its master's benefit; it has all sorts of adventures; it tries its

chance."lo

Focillon's position is all about sensate presence-it is pure phenome

nology. The object is a manifestation and a gathering. This object presence

is a product of a tool, and the tool used in form giving both fashions and is

fashioned by the hand. The work is a daily form of communion. The prac

tice ofwork maintains a necessary psychological connection ro a dim archaic

past. The impressions conveyed by the hands complement those expressed

by speech, and both are necessary.

Focillon is ambivalent about industry, however, for he dislikes its art

lessness. For example, he protests the loss of "even the most modest and

uniform execution [that} betrays the artist's rouch-that decisive contact

between man and object."l1 In one place he accuses industry of being "a

beast without hands, whose dull and monotonous products remain only at

the threshold of art."12 But he usually praises hands without any explicit

critique of industrialization, and celebrates rools as a way of probing the

world. "I do not know if there is a break between the manual and the

mechanical orders-I am not very sure of it-but the implement at the

end of his arm does not refute man's existence:'13 This is to say that tool

usage, even when machine powered, can remain very much humane.

Focillon's argument survives quite well outside his own intellectual

context, and it has enjoyed a recent revival for the counterpoint it offers to

poststructuralist discourses. Current readers may recognize that Focillon's

concern was mainly for high aesthetics, and that phenomenology was

simply his form ofopposition to the dematerialism ofdada and schematism

of the early moderns, but they may find that his lasting lesson centers on

the unity of working and learning.

Another name for the same lesson might be "Use and Contemplation,"

which is the title of the Octavio Paz narrative accompanying the film, exhi

bition, and catalogue entitled In Praise ofHands. In this essay, Paz compares

the wholeness of traditional craft with the modern separation of use and

beauty: "In the work of handcraftsmen there is a constant shifting back

and forth between usefulness and beauty. This continual interchange has a

name: pleasure. Things are pleasing because they are useful and beauriful.

This copulative conjunction defines craftwork, just as the disjunctive con

junction defines art and technology: usefulness or beaury."14

This is a remarkably clear invocation of the spirit that motivates

craft. These themes of continuity, practicality, simple beauty, and play will

keep coming back ro us. We should take them to heart.
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Paz constructs both art and industry as surrogate religions, each seek

ing a communion lost through rhis separation. Art consecrates objects that

have no other function than to be. "In modern works of art meaning dis

solves into the sheer emanation of being. Jackson Pollock's paintings do

not mean, they are:' We might say that art became separated from utility

at the time of industrialization, from representation after the rise of the

camera, and from symbolic interpretation in the era of television and cin

ema-and after two centuries at last achieved complete independence from

workmanship. (Each of these was once considered a source of meaning.) In

the generation that elapsed between Focillon and Paz, art became fully

intertextual-that is, self-referential.

Industry, meanwhile, worships objects that have no being but their

function-that are nothing but useful. Industry's creed is efficiency. Accord

ing to Paz, "The industrial object tends to disappear as a form and to

become indistinguishable from its function. Its being is its meaning and

its meaning is to be useful. It is the diametrical opposite of the work of

art.... The destination of the work of art is the air-conditioned eternity of

the museum; the destiny of the industrial object is the trash barrel. The

handcrafted object ordinarily escapes both of these."

The handcrafted object reflects not only an informal economy of en

ergy (as opposed to one of process efficiency), but also pleasure. Its produc

tion involves some play, some waste, and above all a kind of communion.

Its long life continues to enhance its qualities through use and contempla

tion-to invoke the title chosen by Paz. As an object it represents and

serves its culture; its daily handling is a humble act of participation in that

culture. Paz the poet evoked a metaphorical communion with archaic pasts:

Since the thing is made by human hands, the craft object preserves

the fingerprints-be they real or metaphorical-of the artisan who

fashioned it. These imprints are not the signature of the artist; they

are not a name. Nor are they a trademark. Rather, they are a sign:

the scarcely visible, faded scar commemorating the original brother

hood of men and their separation. Being made by human hands; the

craft is made for human hands: we can not only see it but caress it

with our fingers.

It has many tongues: it speaks the language of clay and miner

als, or air currents flowing between canyon walls, of washerwomen as

they scrub, of angry skies, of rain. A vessel of baked clay: do not put

it in a glass case alongside rare precious objects. It would look quite

out of place. 15

3 A Short History of Craft

To wax poetic on a humble water jug is an act of which only the modern

era could be capable-this kind of appreciation arises only against the

threat of extinction. (Appreciation was indeed the purpose of the film In

Praise ofHands, which was one of the earliest instances of the "trade, not

aid" policies by which the developed world now tries to sustain the indige

nous craftspeople it contacts.) As a way to define terms, and to generalize

the idea of abstraction set forth in the introduction, consider some history

of craft. 16

The Ancients produced solely by craft-that is, without organized

industry. Everything was craft, especially utilitarian production, which

often involved slavery. Relatively little is known about these conditions,

because the learned disdained handwork, and the artisans kept no lasting

records other than theit products. It is clear, however, that the decline of

the ancient world was accompanied by a decline in production, and with it

the loss of many expertises that ancient prac~ices had supported. If for no

other reason than this, the centuries of scarcity that followed gave craft

objects greater value.

In the European early Middle Ages artisans gained rank, for as free

men they took refuge in the monastet;:ies-where it was appreciated that

indeed, Jesus Christ was a craftsman's son. Later, amid expanding urbaniza

tion and trade, high Medieval guilds diversified and regulated the supply

and demand for a great many crafts. The essential distinction reflected by

guilds was the making of goods not for local use: towns created guilds-
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and guilds made towns-in order to instigate commerce. 17 For this reason

it is doubtful that this period was the apex of an innocent craftsmanship,

dedicated to the glory of God, latet romanticized by the Victorians. Com

merce was its own reward, and work was not all whole: certainly, guild

members' work contained many tedious elements, which were usually car

ried out by the apprentices, and even master artisans had responsibilities of

toil and business outside their nominal area of endeavor. 18

By the fifteenth century, although the prospering guilds had ele

vated the An Mechanicae to further respectability, the fine arts began to

have a distinct identity, in which Man and Nature had emerged as muses

in their own right. Meanwhile, mercantilism steadily surpassed artisanry as

the basis of middle-class wealth. Economic historian Fernand Braudel has

described theJellx d'Echange as the economic engine of Western Europe.

His classic thesis is that more than production itself, and since long before

capitalized industry, elaborate structures of practice have been the main

source of bourgeois prosperity. Braudel described a web of diversified pro

duction, laboring organizations, and trade patterns. Artisans and mer

chants alike were caught up in this net. 19

At least in Europe, the Renaissance introduced an intellectual separa

tion of practical craft and fine art. Art came to be held in higher esteem.

The transition took a long time, but slowly the word "artisan" was coopted

to distinguish the skilled manual worker from the intellectual, imagina

tive, or creative artist, and artists emerged as a very special category of cul

tural workers, producing a rare and marginal commodity: works of art. lO

Meanwhile the artisans often organized their labors to the point

where their workshops became factory-like. By the eighteenth century, this

proto-industrialization made Medieval practices of craft something no

longer to be taken for granted, and further degraded the stature of the arti

san. The following entry from Diderot's vast Encyclopidie (1751-80) is still

one of the best definitions available.

CRAFT. This name is given to any profession that requires the use

of the hands, and is limited to a certain number of mechanical opera

tions to produce the same piece of work, made over and over again. I

1.3 Some of the hundreds of traditional craftsmen

depleted In Dlderot's Encyclopedle

do not know why people have a low opinion of what this word im

plies; for we depend on the crafts for all the necessary things of life.

Anyone who has taken the trouble to visit casually the workshops

will see in all places utility applied with the greatest evidence of

intelligence: antiquity made gods of those who invented the crafts;

the following centuries threw into the mud those who perfected the

same work. I leave to those who have some principal of equity to

judge if it is reason or prejudice that makes us look with such a dis

dainful eye on such indispensable men. The poet, the philosopher,

the orator, the minister, the warrior, the hero would all be nude, and

lack bread without this craftsman, the object of their cruel scorn. 21

By the nineteenth century, industrialism was in full swing. Indus

trial technology had consequences from the political to the aesthetic, the

assessment of which remains at the foundations of many academic disci

plines today. The engines of industry established new social relations, and

gave force to the intellectual discipline of political economy. Amid this

broad sweep, artisanry entered full decline in the face of machine-powered
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industry. Skills became less important, and design disciplines became dis

tinct from handicrafts. Indeed the machine established an adverse relation

between hands and mechanized production methods, one that most people

still experience. This happened r~cently enough that many oppositional

records remain. Some of the most vehement of these criticisms came from

gentleman critic and historian John Ruskin, initially in The Seven Lamps of

Architecture (1849):

The last form of fallacy which it will be remembered we had to dep

recate was the substitution of cast or machine work for that of the

hand, generally expressible as Operative Deceit ... There are two

reasons, both weighty, against this practice: one, that all cast and

machine work is bad, as work; the other, that it is dishonest.

Ruskin was especially attentive to the role of hands:

For it is not the material, but the absence of the human labour,

which makes the thing worthless; a piece of terra cotta, or of plaster

of Paris, which has been wrought be the human hand, is worth all

the stone in Carrara, cut by machinery. It is, indeed, possible, and

even usual, for men to sink into machines themselves, so that even

hand-work has all the characters of mechanism. 22

Opposite Ruskin's eloquent reactionary prose, the Republican tech

nologists of the emerging American nation saw technology as the way to

realize the latent promise of a great continent. Ralph Waldo Emerson, in

particular, translated this vision into a lasting national creed, as expressed

in his famous aphorism that "Railroad iron is a magician's rod in its power

to evoke the sleeping energies of land and water:'23 Emerson was able to

reconcile unrestrained advocacies from early industrialists such as Edward

Everett or Francis Cabot Lowell with emerging cautions over the ills of fac

tory work as well as romanticisms of nature. 24 Unlike Ruskin's, this was a

measured position. The image of the machine in the garden represents an

unwelcome intrusion of railroad iron into the classic pastoral landscape,

but also a union between liberating technology and the developing nation.

This distinctly American justification of technology though democracy has

endured for nearly two centuries-from woolen mill to World Wide Web.

Industrialism also bred a socialist response. If we are to judge by the

sheer number of academic citations, there has yet to be a more influential

scholar on the topic of work than Karl Marx, who was emblematic of the

view that modern production harmed its workers. The problem as iden

tified by Marx was twofold: serial manufacturing based on semiskilled

processes denied this new form of laborers any control over quality, and

specialized production still based on highly skilled processes denied arti

sans their previous range of other activities. 25 Avoiding such harm required

conscientious resistance. Even after Marxist political economies were to

have run their course, not without abuses of technological authority them

selves, this oppositional stance would still inform critical theory in the elec

tronic age.

Also of the nineteenth century we must observe more utopian forms

of socialized production, such as those practiced by the Shakers in America

or William Morris and his followers in Britain-great craftsmen the lot of

them. The Arts and Crafts movement, whose start was signalled by Morris,

became one of the more significant responses to industrialism. Its concern

for the aesthetic consequences of hasty profiteering may have been socialist

in its origins, but its appeal to amateur creativity and taste was ultimately

quite democratic. Its emphasis on functional integrity and material econ

omy was an important correction in the course of modern aesthetics. Its

claim that art had a place outside the galleries is one we can renew today.

The fact is that by the early twentieth century, artisanry had fallen

not only out of industry, but also out of art. The Arts and Crafts movement

began as a valiant response to industrial aesthetic deficiencies, but a few

decades after its gentlemanly start it had become burdened with the stigma

of amateurism. At best, craft was the mere execution of preconceived ends;

more often, it was a mere hobby.26 Art-which was the true search-became

increasingly independent of technique. n Early modern art expunged
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personal touch. A generation later, pop art, found art, minimal art, and con

ceptual art would deny the need for any artisanry at all. Seen against the

accelerating pursuit of the latest ironic pose, particularly the appropria

tion of broadcast and industrial debris, any emphasis on execution would

appear positively banal. Crafts, like astrology, would be left to the soft

of mind.

Meanwhile, mechanized industry had become much more refined.

Electrification lit the workplace and moved the heat and noise of the fur

naces elsewhere. Conversely, it made it possible for small electric motors

to go many places where clumsy mechanical drive belts could not-for

example, away from the water milL Electrification enabled assembly lines,

switching and control signals, and hand-held power tools. It also affected

materials, for example, by making aluminum and stainless steel more

practicaL28

Largely as a result of these changes, manufacturing matured to the

point where its products were now art forms in themselves. This art was

not of works, however, but ofproducts. As industrialization shifted atten

tion from piecewise execution to generative design, processes such as pro

duction planning, material optimization, and product analysis became

essentiaL Industrial design emerged as the darling of the self-proclaimed

"machine age," and a new breed of industrial craftsmen emerged as media

tors between design and the machine. Herbert Read, the great advocate of

industrial design as a high and abstract art, stated in 1936: "The real prob

lem is not to adapt machine production to the aesthetics of handicraft, but

to think out new aesthetic standards for new methods of production."29

Read identified a secondary problem arising from the first: "If we decide

that the product of the machine can be a work of art, then what is to

become of the artist who is displaced by the machine? Has he any function

in a machine-age society, or must he reconcile himself to a purely dilet

tante role-must he become, as most contemporary artists have become,

merely a society entertainer?"30

Workmanship in a factory setting became less a matter of putting

oneself into the job and more of getting the most out of the machines. It

shifted care from individual pieces to composite processes. Certainly this

was no place for the hands. In his seminal design book Mechanization Takes

Command (1948), Sigfried Giedion wrote: "In its very way of performing

movement, the hand is ill-fitted to work with mathematical precision and

without pause... It cannot continue a movement in endless rotation. That

is precisely what mechanization entails: endless rotation."31

At the apex of industrialism, on the eve of the digital age, the econo

mist E. F. Schumacher observed in Small Is Bealltijul(1973):

The type of work which modern technology is most successful in

reducing or even eliminating is skillful, productive work of human

hands, in touch with real materials of one kind or another. In an

advanced industrial society, such work has become exceedingly rare,

and to make a living by doing such work has become virtually

impossible. A great part of the modern neurosis may be due to this

very fact; for the human being, defined by Thomas Aquinas as a

being with brains and hands, enjoys nothing more than to be cre

atively, usefully, productively engaged with both his hands and his

brains. 32

Today, the electronic information machine is a new chapter in the story. As

the slogans put it, the computer or communications device is inherently a

tool for the mind-not the hands. Its essential action is to process and

transmit not power but symbols. Its products are not mechanical artifacts

but abstract information.

The immediate reaction to the arrival of information technology was

to imagine its use in terms of furthering existing modernist agendas. By

projection, trends such as managerial command and control, productive

efficiency regardless of the social cost, 'deliberate deskilling, replacing

people with machines, and so on, were now given just the leverage they

needed to deliver the final blow to any humane aspects of work. The cir

cumstances of working with the technology itself would be harmful in

their own right: new class divisions, concessions to the technology provid-
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ers, antisocial working arrangements, worker surveillance, endless mind

numbing technical detail, and overall sensory deprivation. For the hands,

the only prospect would be painful repetitive motion disorders.

Today for an unfortunate class of data-entry workers, who perhaps

outnumber any other kind of computer-based workers, these fears have

proved altogether too prescient. We can easily despair. As in the time of

Ruskin, we could yearn romantically-and in vain-for a more innocent

way of work. Or we can strive for a future with more appealing technology

more justly applied.

For example, maybe the 1990s will be remembered as the decade

where technology escaped authoritarian control. It was then that the mod

ernist masters, like Pynchonesque villains, proved unable to deliver that

final blow, and an antiheroic counterforce of digital Prairies and Siothrops

unwittingly seized the postmodecn day by default. There in the decade of

recombinant businesses, ad hoc marketplaces, digital artists, hackers and

phreaks, web architects, avatars, agents, and overall online anarchy, there

when nobody was looking, the modernist technological project collapsed

like communism. Maybe. Other storytellers imagine more holistic and

silicon-centric outcomes.

Yet surely some change will be for the better. Much as industtialists

used the prosperity they so incontestably produced to remedy some of the

adverse conditions their activities created, so too the disciplines of comput

ing shall compensate for their crude and inhumane origins. Today we may

deplore our personal technology for its unnatural keyboards, irradiating

screens, and tedious forms of instruction, but at least we can value it for

being at personal scale. We must not forget that twenty years ago personal

computing did not exist at all: there were only institutionalized, air

conditioned behemoths attended by technicians in white lab coats. We can

not know what to expect twenty years from now. If computers continue to

become smaller and more numerous at the same mind-boggling pace, they

may conceivably pervade everything we own and operate, from office doors

to garage workbenches. When it accommodates not only touch but also

sound, physical context, social community, and accumulated experience,

this ubiquitous technology may actually seem quite pleasant-especially

to the more skillful or sensitive person.

One thing is clear. We have reached a point in the history of technol

ogy where it is especially important to take pride in human abilities. We

must not only defend against further deskilling, but also direct inevitable

technological change in a more human-centric direction. Just because

much of the world is being spoonfed a particular form of technology (the

one based on mouse, keyboard, and screen) does not mean that we know

what computing is or will be just a few years from now. And if and when

any chaotic fantasy and fugue comes true, and the conditions of work grow

more post-whatever, there are likely to be unwitting digital artisans on the

scene, making fairly good use of their hands.

4 What Is Craft?

Tools and technologies have both assisted and opposed the hand through

out history; the relation is not necessarily adversarial. Although we find no

recourse to traditional production-no more than there was in the time of

Ruskin-nevertheless we must look very closely at craft. As a part of devel

oping more engaging technology, as well as developing a more receptive at

titude toward new opportunites raised by technology, we must understand

what matters in traditional notions of practical, form-giving work. This

will take some study of tools, some study of human-computer interaction,

and some study of practicing the digital medium. But it will not require

us to identify what (if anything) is truly made by hand. Nor does our

praise of hands necessarily mean condemnation of technology.

As a point of departure, consider the example of a skilled computer

graphics artisan-if we may use this word. His or her hands are per

forming a sophisticated and unprecedented set of actions. These motions

are quick, small, and repetitive, as in much traditional handwork, but

somehow they differ. For one thing, they are faster-in fact, their rates

matter quite a bit. They do not rely on pressure so much as position, ve

locity, or acceleration. The artisan's eye is not on the hand but elsewhere,
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on a screen. The actions have a practical component, and the skill may be

practiced for a livelihood and a trade identity. If we test a description of

this work against Diderot's description of craft, almost every word fits.

According to Webster, the word "craft" derives from the Middle

English crae/!, which simply meant strength or power. We must remember

that because such forces were regarded with suspicion, the word retains

some residual meaning of arcane intellectual skill, or even deceitful cun

ning (e.g., a crafty fox). In later meariings the word referred to a more spe

cific power, namely specialized skill or dexterity in the manual arts. It also

referred to a calling or occupation, or the members of a trade who share

that skill.

Artisanry can be defined as the practice of a craft for a livelihood.

Traditionally this implied a certain economy of means, particularly with

respect to getting the most out of a limited medium. Of course very few

people still practice a material craft for a livelihood. According to our cur

rent proposition, however, aspects of craft in practical computational work

may lead to habitual practices that we could understand as artisanry.

Different from artisanry there is artistry, which is the role of art in

other processes. There may be an element of art in craft, or an element of

craft in art. Pure art has endless definitions. For example, Paul Klee said

the purpose of art is to awaken reality. But relative to craft, we can say that

art is the creation of artifacts for indescribable, not preconceived, and pos

sibly impractical ends: to search, to reveal, to release.

Industry is defined in distinction to art or craft as the application of

technology to practical production. (This is to ignore the word's archaic

meaning of personal diligence.) Engine-powered, continuous-process me

chanical reproduction works consistently without the intervention of any

particular person.

Industrial design seeks to establish aesthetics for mechanized produc

tion. It seeks variation not in the individual objects, but in the kinds of

standardized objects that become available. It brings artistry to the preci

sion, detail, and material quality of work generally impossible to achieve at

any cost by hand.

Technology is-literally in the Greek-the study of skill. It is order

imposed on skill, and it is also the apparatus derived from applying the re

sults of study. Technique is a method of doing something, possibly skilled,

possibly using technology. Tools, machines, computers, materials, and

media all will be explored in greater detail later on; but it should be safe

to say that given ubiquitous technical examples such as oil painting or

motion pictures, technology can become a medium, or at least the basis of

a medium.

Now there is reason to explore the possibility of craft in the emerging

realm of information technology-with the computer as a medium.

This hardly fits the conventional usage of the word "craft," for the usual

meaning opposes high-technology processes in which the hand plays a

diminished role. Thus the proposal of craft in the electronic medium is

something of a paradox. But can we, here in the computer age, with fully

optimistic and benevolent intent, suggest that the word needs a more in

clusive definition?

This seems to be happening anyway. The word has resurfaced in pop

ular usage-but as a verb. People "craft" everything from business memos

to good stout beer. In digital production, craft refers to the condition

where people apply standard technological means to unanticipated or inde

scribable ends. Works of computer animation, geometric modeling, and

spatial databases get "crafted" when experts use limited software capacities

resourcefully, imaginatively, and in compensation for the inadequacies of

prepackaged, hard-coded operations. As a verb, "to craft" seemingly means

to participate skillfully in some small-scale process. This implies several

things. First, it affirms that the results of involved work still surpass the

results of detached work. To craft is to care. Second, it suggests that part

nerships with technology are better than autonomous technology. For ex

ample, personal mastery of open-ended software can take computers places

that deterministic software code cannot. Third, to craft implies working

at a personal scale-acting locally in reaction to anonymous, globalized,
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industrial production-hence its appeal in describing phenomena such as

microbreweries. Finally, the usage of "craft" as a verb evades the persistent

stigma that has attached itself to the noun. The noun suggests class differ

ences and amateurism. For example, craft still recalls the provincial dilu

tion of the Arts and Crafts movement into what now consists of folk art at

best, and rustic shops full of tourist trinkets at worst. Craft is seldom any

longer practical trade, but it is not yet often art. It is outside of academic

consideration: ever since mechanization has taken command, craft has been

stranded in bourgeois territory where few self-respecting aestheticians

would dare to tread. But new usage may change this situation. Based on

observations of a linguistic tendency, and with a desire to explore an aca

demically belittled area, this book is a meditation on the seeming paradox

of intangible craft.

Craft remains skilled work applied toward practical ends. It is inde

scribable talent with describable aims. It is habitual skilled practice with

particular tools, materials, or media, for the purpose of making increas

ingly well executed artifacts. Craft is the application of personal knowl

edge to the giving of form. It is the condition in which the inherent

qualities and economies of the media are encouraged to shape both process

and products. It is not about standardized artifacts, however. It is not in

dustrial design. It remains about the individually prepared artifact, which

is newly practical due to digital computing. Craft is certainly an applica

tion of skill, and it may yet involve the skilled hand.

Thus the defense of skill may no longer remain a losing philosophi

cal position. If previously it was usual to assume that computation would

only worsen the hand-mind splits engendered by industrialism, now we

might reconsider this problem. We might observe how software usage is

restoring some respect for mastery. We might also note the invention of

technologies that support the subtleties of the hand. Although most

people have failed to perceive in the technology's fledgling states any capac

ities for new kinds of active skill, perhaps it is still early in the game, and

many of these views may well shift.

The question is largely generational: younger people, for whom com

puting is normal, may shape the most change. As the columnist and MIT

Media Lab founder Nicholas Negroponte has noted, "All that seems to

count, like learning French in France, is being a child," Within comput

ing, "The haves and have-nots are now the young and the 0Id."33 Anyone

on the edge of this generational change-say between the ages of thirty

and forty-should be keenly aware of this distinction.

5 Direct Manipulation

The first glimmer of digital craft, and the main breakthrough to popular

computation as we know it, was the introduction of pointing. "Direct ma

nipulation" is a term coined in 1983 by software designer Ben Shneider

man to describe a principle that we now take for granted: pointing at our

work with a mouse. More specifically, the expression referred to the combi

nation of three fundamental activities: (1) continuous visibility of the

object of interest; (2) rapid, incremental, reversible, physical actions on

the object; and (3) immediately visible results,34 The slogan "What you

see is what you get" popularized the essence of this technical combination,

bur hand-eye coordination meant more than just visual fidelity.

The Macintosh popularized the direct manipulation strategy in the

mid-1980s, and MacPaint and MacDraw became the first commercially

successful direct manipulation programs. Here were the first uses of tool

icons, modified cursors, and realtime pixel coloration (well, black and

white at least). Here the graphical objects first developed grips and intrin

sic operations, such as selecting, stretching, and replicating. Here, at last,

you could draw without typing in numbers on a keyboard.

This early Macintosh was commonly referred to as the first human

computer interface good enough to criticize. By now it is a familiar and

storied lineage: Xerox PARC in the late 1970s, then Apple, today Micro

soft. Soon the Macintosh's direct manipulation format was imitated by

most of its competitors. Some expanded it into three dimensions, as with
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the sense of touch is relatively difficult to engineer. This is partly because

it does not rely on a particular organ like the eye or ear-unless that is the

hand. Pressure feedback is relatively straightforward CO engineer-some

arcade games do this-but temperature, texture, and wide-area contact

prove more difficult. If there is something common to much research on

tactile computing, that might be an emphasis on action. Researchers often

use the term haptic, which means the exploratory and manipulative aspects

of touch, as opposed co passive sensation. Some fields such as music and

medicine have been advancing pressure components of couch quite rapidly,

and specialized research in haptic computing is fairly easy co find within

them. For example, many remote surgical operations conduct delicate

touch by means of computer technology.

Haptic skill should play an equally important role in the fields of de

sign and fabrication; but these fields have not come as far in realizing their

potential. Nor have the findings of research in better-funded fields yet

found their way into much merchandised software for designers. No, the

two-dimensional mouse, point-and-click form of direct manipulation has

prevailed for a strangely prolonged period of time. And although there is

every indication that human-computer interaction is evolving toward

much more satisfactory haptic engagement (among other perceptual dimen

sions), there is also evidence that this just might take a while. 36

Without couch, in the meantime, perhaps we are stretching to call

direct manipulation craft. There is a natural objection: What good are com

puters, except perhaps for mundane documentation, if you cannot even

couch your work? The fact that traditional craft endures at all is because it

satisfies some deep need for direct experience-and most computers are

not yet providing that experience.

However, other developments are at least partially compensating for

the limited role of the hands. For example, sophisticated motion tracking

can incorporate gesture, and large flat-panel displays can unite the comput

er's-metaphorical "desktop" with a real physical desktop, so as to escape the

limits of screen pointing. Multimodal activities, such as coupling actions

to sounds, are beginning CO emerge. These many techniques first appear on
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the specialized Silicon Graphics machines of the late 1980s. And when

Microsoft promoted it to the mainstream millions in the form of Win

dows, direct manipulation based on graphical user interfaces became the

unquestioned norm.

The best measure of direct manipulation as a basis for digital craft is

its capacity for continuous actions. Direct manipulation's continuity de

pends on having enough computing speed to calculate realtime graphical

feedback, so this capacity improves almost as fast as the power of the chips

themselves. It may have let us start by manipulating lines and squares in

MacDraw, but there is no reason why direct manipulation cannot also be

applied to gestures, three-dimensional renderings, tactile textures, com

plex multimodal structures, or abstracted architectures of information. In

research settings, and in some specialized commercial products, it already

does so.

Touch technology nonetheless remains far behind other aspects of

human-computer interaction. Most interaction technology has emphasized

output, not input; foreground tasks, not background contexts; and vis

ualization, not a more fully rounded sensory balance that one might call

"perceptualization." So far, the much ballyhooed "look and feel" of contem

porary computing is almost all look and hardly any feel. 3~ For one thing,

Continuous
representation
ofoblect

1.4 Basic principle of direct manipulation
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the market in computer video games, for multisensory activities awaken

the imuition and heighten the sense of drama, bur this suggests much ca

pacity for talent in other applications as well. As some of these imeraction

developmems disseminate into practice, it may seem that we do not need

to wait for the arrival of haptic interfaces before we raise the possibility of

craft. Rather, we can begin to develop a provisional sensibility based on

what we have, and wait for evemual developmems in touch technology to

remove our remaining reservations.

Already plemy of skills have emerged amid the application of ordi

nary commercial software. This is difficult to generalize because people

work in so many different contexts, but obviously a lor of compurer usage

involves a good deal more than coded memorization of rourines. Learning

involves more than operational training, for practice and outlook also con

tribure to expertise.

If you use a compurer, you might observe several aspects of inarticu

lable skill in your everyday work. You might feel that this begins from

manual dexterity. You have probably learned to find mouse positions and

comrol key combinations by reflex. Your hands and eyes become closely

coordinated despite being focused on different objects. You may recognize

the importance of sequence: motions usually last only fractions of a second,

but they occur in a constant stream, where their rate matters. With prac

tice you become able to execute tightly synchronized combinations, as if

you were playing an instrument.

Besides manual dexterity, you may feel some intellectual agility. You

will learn to build mental models, and to switch frames of reference when

necessary. You alertly monitor feedback from a variety of sources, and recog

nize and recover from errors before they compound themselves. You bene

fit from the habit of idemifying patterns-and using them to work at a

higher level. You learn to read system states in multiple ways, and this

versatility lets you go about operations in whatever manner is currently

most convenient. Your hands too, may work together in complementary

modes, and each may move quickly between modes.

At times you may think that computer work mainly just tests your

patience. It is incremental, like chiseling away at a piece of stone. It in

volves unexplained roadblocks and glitches. It is monotonous, fatiguing,

and yet full of interruptions on a whole spectrum of time scales-some a

couple of minutes, some a couple of seconds, some just subliminal fractions

of a second. Unlike the soothing quality of continuous process in tradi

tional work, this staccato pace is irritating. Fortunately you can compen

sate. For example, you may know how to slow down to match the pace of

near realtime processes. You learn to cur down on unnecessary motions or

state changes. You know when to put aside direct manipulations and resort

to command languages or delegated agents. You work around problems:

when one approach is blocked, you quickly find another that is open.

Meanwhile you experience new kinds of continuous actions. As com

puters become faster, and interfaces improve, more processes become opera

ble by continuous strokes instead of discrete selections. This switch from

discrete to continuous distinguishes digital craft from mere mechanical

machine operation. When some continuous pointer motions become more

precise than all but those required for the finest traditional tool applica

tions, you might discover them quite satisfying.

Above all, you develop a contextual awareness. Like a good pianist

you improve your ability to push what you have learned into a subcon

scious background, so that you don't have to keep so much in mind at

anyone time. Instead of thinking the actions, you feel the actions-and

actions stir your memory, and give you a better sense of inhabiting your

work. As an expert you sense what to try when; how far a medium can be

pushed; when to check up on a process; which tool to use for what job. If

you have used computers much you know this kind of judgment, or know

that you want to learn.

Something very important is happening, and it has to do with the growing

capacity of electronic symbol-processing technology for a range of skillful

practices. There are three essential components to this sea change. First,
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the tools have become much more affordable. This reverses perhaps the

greatest blow against the artisan two centuries ago, namely the establish

ment of means of production roo large and complex for any individual to

afford. As a result, industrial-age stereotypes about the complicity of

technology with authoritarian or institutional agendas may soon be irrele

vant. Second, human-computer interface technology has improved, and

is now beginning ro diversifY. This means we are on the verge of much

greater capacity for talent. As computers balance a greater breadth of in

put with their current emphasis on output (and so relieve us of roo much

burden of instruction), we should find it easier to work skillfully. Better

gestures, more sensory combinations, and improved three-dimensional

frameworks should open up many new niches of practice. Finally, there is a

growing appreciation of new abstractions. Increasingly, computers let us

treat abstract relations as visible, workable things. As a result, new kinds

and levels of work become viable. This is partly due to better support for

active skills, and partly due to better abstractions of background contex

tual awareness.

Histories of technology reveal the increasing abstraction of work.

Successive levels of invention have freed us from hunting down our next

meal, breaking our backs in the fields, sweating over the forge, and numb

ing our minds with accounting. Each level forms a layer over the old,

rather than casting it aside, as in the stages of a natural growth. This

means that even if new abstractions eventually become the most promi

nent methods, they do not replace existing activities so much as transform

or complement them.

Because the move to electronic means of production is now in full

swing, we must carefully consider potential losses and gains at a highly ab

stract order. Although computers are useful, are they good? But this ques

tion may be too broad and unanswerable, so let us inform it with a simpler

question: Does further abstraction necessitate further decline of human

skill, particularly of the hand? Let us direct our curiosities and practices

in the high-tech realm toward one of the most humane of ends:

craftsmanship.

If the beginnings of computing ultimately appear to future histori

ans as the most significant outward expression of our time, they are not

likely to do so on the basis of functional utility alone. Social and aesthetic

concerns will matter too. The artifacts and practices that computing pro

duces will demand-and reward-more refined interpretations. Note that

traditionally it is in interpretation that we have used the word "craft" most

broadly: the writer's craft, the actor's craft, and the conductor's craft join

those of the cobbler and carpenter. What all such crafts share is not just

technique, or hard work on form, but also a probing of their medium's

capacity, a passion for practice, and moral value as an activity independent

of what is produced. Is there any reason to expect these in the electronic

realm? We must make them our goal.
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9 .p rae tee

Near the end of the sixteen-year run of The Craftsman, the magazine's

founding publisher Gustav Stickley ran an editorial entitled 'The Truth

About Work." Like most of the views published in this magazine, his truth

was simple enough: through practice we rediscover intrinsic beauty, the

interrelation of work and play, and the folly of separating art from practical

production.

As we have so often said, it is work which creates to meet a need,

and creates sincerely and as vitally as possible, that is responsible for

practically all permanent beauty outside of that in which nature her

self is the craftsman. But there is much to be understood in connec

tion with the word 'work', which most of us have never taken into

consideration. Work, especially in America, has come to mean the

ignominious, arduous performance of duty, to be accomplished in

a state of coma, and to be finished swiftly, to be forgotten...



The plea which The Craftsman wishes to make is for intelligent

labor which meets a practical need and which is also productive of

beauty; which is wiser than play because it includes the element

ofplay and yet leads to results; is more lasting in effect than work

unrelated to life because it is the result of enlightened purpose ...

We have lost the knowledge of what a stupendous force work

is and should be in the development of the individual, and we have

forgotten the great lessons of restraint, concentration, and discipline

which work, and work only, can teach the yourh of a land.]

Almost from its inception, the Arts and Crafts movement had been

criticized as being our of touch with modern thought, yet here in its wish

to motivate was its legitimacy. The Craftsman argued that, if nothing else,

it would elevate popular taste by reacquainting people with the nature of

how things are made. "The Arts and Crafts movement ought to bring a bet

ter standard to industrial work, and to establish a permanent demand for

better things."l It sought neither to antagonize the advocates of machinery,

nor to achieve its ends by reversion to primitive methods, bur only to edu

cate, and to set practices in motion.

[Even) the work of the genuine amateur holds forth much of prom

ise. From the ranks of amateurs come many who are tempted beyond

mere busy work for idle hands, who develop persistence and staying

qualities, who come to realize that the study of design is quite as seri

ous and arduous a matter as the study of music or medicine and who

learn through their own efforts to appreciate a good thoughtful piece

of craftsmanship and thus acquire a real appreciation of relative val

ues of productive work. 3

The Craftsman restated a commitment to learning and practice for an

age where mechanized industry was discouraging personal industry. This

ethic was reflected in its morro, "The Lyf so short, the Craft so long to

Ierne," which it adopted from William Morris, who had revived it from

9.1 Afslk KOR, Stickley's tolophon

..-,
Chaucer. Stickley revived "Als lk Kan, " taken from the Flemish painter Ian

van Eyck's shop legend, as his colophon. "If I can" inscribed to each piece

of work meant a constant effort toward greater mastery, and that no work

was merely competent or executed with indifference.-I

The movement also absorbed a new dimension of the work ethic

from Japan. For in comparison with European practices, the Japanese crafts

traditions held a simpler and more sympathetic relation with natural

beaury. This was quite an important lesson to Westerners of the time, and

many notable designers such as Frank Lloyd Wright were overtly affected.

Humble arrisans felt its unspoken pull on their amateur works roo, and

Japanese influence was evident throughour The Craftsman, which, for

example, often ran reproductions of Hokusai prints.

In Cha-No-Yu, the Way of Tea, Japanese tradition demonsrrated'a

clear embodiment of this more respectful attitude toward nature in craft.

As one classic English-language book introduced it: "Cha-No-Yu might be

desctibed as a household sacrament of esthetics, economics, and etiquette."

... "The ceremony has over thirty specific steps, and a history of masters;

yet it is valued for its simplicity."5 The tea ceremony was a point of view,

in which simplicity was not the same as efficiency. Rather than a will to

control, it expressed a certain humility, grounded in materiality. This
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simplicity was evident in the customary utensils such as the rak" tea

bowls, which were the artifacts of most mature craft, and "inexpressibly

pleasing to a highly developed touch."6 Edward Lucie-Smith has observed

that "In raku, fineness, by a typical zen paradox, meant irregularity, appar

ent lack of finish, and deliberate absence of technical virtuosity. What the

raku potters sought to embody was the quality the Japanese call wabi-the

spirit of restraint and lack of ostentation which is the essence of the tea cer

emony itself. 7 Stickley and his contemporaries seemed to understand this

moral and practical lesson. The humble sympathy expressed in wabi corre

sponds closely to Stickley'S truth about work "If you understand the truth

about beauty and then labor to express it, you have discovered the secret of
right, happy living.',g

Individual Mastery

More than productive daily repetition, ccaft is a point of view. We have

seen its many aspects: tactile play, visual thinking, knowing one's rools,

intent with symbols, mental models, software constructions, digital media,

generative design worlds. In all these regards, craft is commitment to the

worth of personal knowledge. It exists as a form of personal responsibility,

unimimidated by institutions, corporations, or science. Yet it is not merely

subjective, for its commitment allows us to participate in those same social

spheres more effectively.9

The philosophical conceptions of homo faber and vita activa describe

work as the making of worlds and goods. Hannah Arendt contrasted this

creative impetus with other dimensions of business and labor:

With the term vita activa, I propose to designate three fundamental

human activities: labor, work, and action. They are fundamental

because each one corresponds to one of the basic conditions under

which life on earth has been given to man ... Labor is the process

which corresponds to the biological process of the human body ...

Work is the activity which corresponds to the unnaturalness of

human existence ... [It] provides an artificial world of things ..

Action, the only activity that goes on directly between men without

the intermediary of things or matter, corresponds to the human con

dition of plurality. 10

The things made by work include not only goods, but also ideas and

information. Work employs not only tools and machines, bur also symbols;

it applies not only the hands, or bodily strength, but also the mind. Traits

such as patience, inventiveness, attentiveness, even devotion contribute

to this kind of work. To practice these traits is the kind of activity we rel

ish. Such practicing gives greater satisfaction than merely laboring (like

attending a pushbutton machine) or managing (like being handed the

results produced by someone else). This is why more than roil or business,

fabrication often becomes an avocation.

Whether it is a high art or a lowly trade, practice can be a calling, or

the rourine oflosing ourselves ro that calling. You might practice boat

building, or playing the violin, or bending metal. You might become a

master, if you have talent, but you will do so only if you practice. You

might work alone, or alongside helpful colleagues. You might produce

items of value ro others or just produce an emotional state of value to

yourself. Under the right circumstances, your practice lets you forget trou

bles, desires, and dislikes, and lose your usual sense of time. Time becomes

that of the process; a more subtle focus takes over; and this is the way to

ward some truth about work or beauty. II It is why, in the end, we just.

want to practice our skills. To live well, we wish ro work well.

Working with a computer should be no exception. You might prac

tice laying out images, turning machine parts on a computer numerically

controlled lathe, or editing audio sequences. What you do, and how well

you do it, will depend at least as much upon the many factors discussed in

this book as upon any performance characteristics of technology. If you ren

der images of scenes, for example, that will be because of your ability to
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see and compose, and your experience with the rendering medium, not

simply because you own the right technology and push the right button.

Good work reflects attention, and as has been noted, working a digital

medium can much more engaging than operating an industrial machine.

To reach a satisfying level of engagement, you must acquire and

maintain an expertise: anything really worth doing takes practice. With

regard to tools and a medium, you might understand practice as acquiring

a working knowledge, or becoming devoted to ever-improving execution.

In practice you aspire ro transparency, that is, mastering your means to the

point where they no longer interfere with attaining your ends. But as a

beginner you may have difficulty reaching any subsidiary awareness, not

only for lack ofsensory-moror reflexes but also for lack ofperspective on the

process. Habit hones skills, but it also expands sensibility. Even first stages of

practice involve more than rote repetition. As any good coach or instructor

knows, each iteration of a routine can reinforce a certain skill, test a spe

cific condition, or add a particular new dimension. Through this experi

ence, the neophyte begins to gain a coherent sense of an overall process.12

As has been discussed in the context of play, learning a medium con

sists of exploring its affordances and constraints and developing a basic

sense of how things work-what psychologists call a cognitive back

ground. We learn from our exaggerations and mistakes; we accept that

beginning work in a new medium will be full of setbacks; but we also look

out for discoveries. Often we can discover more easily from demonstration

than experimentation: sometimes a few tips or examples from a master are

worth more than all the suggestions in an instruction manual. We want to

be shown.

Lessons build a faith that a knowingly selected process will lead to

effective learning with a minimum of setbacks. Demonstration invites imi

tation, which encourages a visceral form of identification with the process.

This physical empathy seems to m<l:ke it easier to draw on any cognitive

background. For this reason, learning by prolonged contact with a teacher

has always been the surest way ro master subtle practices. Demonstrative

one-on-one teaching is essential to most definitions of craft. Almost every

one who works at a craft has been taught it; almost everyone who works

with any proficiency has also taught others. 13

A teacher learns toO because showing is more than simply doing. A

teacher deepens his or her own knowledge by understanding what a begin

ner is ready to learn, knowing how rich but difficult a medium the student

is ready to take on, and showing how things are done. Teaching consoli

dates, expands, and provides an outlet. Crafts teaching is among the most

humane activities available to us, and it remains unspoiled by much that

has afflicted classroom education today.14

As the learning stages of practice mature, you begin "getting it

right." Now the frustrations and tedium begin to diminish. It becomes eas

ier to add critical skills by which to guide established instrumental skills.

The long road to mastery may have helped you establish idioms, genres,

and goals. You now know what to try, or what you want to say. You can

shift your focus from your means to these ends. First techniques, then strat

egies, then mental models all become second nature.

Context and Praxis

With mastery, new level of awareness begins ro emerge, and that is of con

text. If beginners can only follow instructions, and competent individuals

solve problems by following rules, then experts are more likely to interpret

work in terms of cases. That is, masters respond to context, even when do

ing so means breaking the rules. 15 As much as any control of rools, a tacit

contextual comprehension allows the master to work more quickly and

effectively than a merely competent person. This case-based expertise is

another usual meaning of the word "practice."

An experienced person often redirects contextual awareness back

onto the process itself. It is a good sign of expertise to haye a sense of how

well one is doing. Imagining process improvements while working also

indicates some degree of mastery. But if contextual awareness goes unused,
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it may be expended peripherally, often in the form of daydreaming or bore

dom. This is why control of pace and scope of work are so important: work

ers who have no control over quality have no outlet for leftover contextual

awareness except boredom, resentment, and ultimately opposition.

Masters also cultivate contextual awareness in a meditative manner.

We all associate feelings with skills, and as discussed in chapter 4, this asso

ciative linking complements focalized reasoning. In the case of skilled

crafts, the rhythms and sensations of the tools and medium may prompt

associations. Practical processes can give rise to independent modes of ex

pression. For example, in Javanese music it is said that the polyrhythms of

the mortars for husking rice grew into the percussive orchestral sound of

the game/an. In other words, contextual awareness can employ the structure

of the process as a framework for meditation. If we work in a way that

allows each moment to fall of its own weight, we attain a greater sensitiv

ity, and this state can be come a goal in itself. 16

In some cases, this meditation on the process can fuse with ongoing

intent to improve the immediate result. Considering the nature of a pro

cess at a meta-level often suggests where to go with it-what it wants to

be. Some great craftsmen go so far as to say the quality of their work pri

marily reflects the meditative state of their processes.

Contextual awareness also promotes a ~ritical conscientiousness capa

ble of questioning the bias of contexts. This more intellectual mindfulness

can be traced to the idealism of Hegel, interpreted by Marx, as praxis.

Explained as a philosophical fundamental,praxis is spirit (geist) in action, a

way to overcome alienation, a natural approach to the social world that is

essentially practical. It remains the best expression of the will to work. It

maintains critical subjectivity in a world seen to be losing that trait to

externalized knowledge and mediated experiences. So much as any politi

cal dualism still exists, this is the oppositional version of the work ethic.

For good work there must be intent, for change there must be interaction,

and therefore praxis cannot be reduced to tekne. 17 Much like craft, praxis is

subjectivity at work; but praxis remains a more credible tradition among

academics, unsullied as was craft by amateurism.

Contextual criticism often operates by reappropriating, that is, by

operating in way other than the perceived bias of a situation would sug

gest. This may occur as a slacker-style deconstruction such as outlined by

Michel de Cerreau. 18 It may occur environmentally, as in the community

actions and appropriate technologies espoused by philosophies of Wendell

Berry.19 It may invest meaning, as in the affirmations of Morris Berman. 2o

But in any case the goal remains the same: reshape context to correct bias

toward local values.

Few people normally reach such critical or meditative levels of contextual

awareness in computing. Personal mental models do shape the experience

of a digital medium, and software designs do try to build background con

texts conducive to good mental models. But we have encountered only

partial successes so far: computing remains very distracting. Part of the

problem is that digital tools and media change almost as rapidly as anyone

can master them. Fundamental concepts have stabilized in media such as

imaging, CAD, and animation, but new features keep appearing, interac

tion methods evolve, and underlying contexts such as operating systems

change. As a result, going back to a feature-laden program like Photoshop

after, say, a three-year absence is hardly the same as dusting off your trusty

old table saw.

Technologists understand that they must build more stable and un

obtrusive media. They must establish more coherent contexts into which

the technology may disappear. To accomplish this, they must reduce

demands for new forms of intuition and make better use of the existing

cognitive background that so effectively drives traditional craft learning. 21

Educators may address this media stability problem too. They must

approach digital media at the conceptual level where frameworks are al

ready quite stable-and they must almost expect the circumstances under

which these concepts manifest themselves to remain in constant flux. 22

They must counteract the effects of merchandising and chauvinism that

surround superficial differences between systems that are fundamentally
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the same. They cannot simply train as in trade school, nor educate in the

abstract as in engineering analysis, but must c.ombine skill and intellect.

The costs and rigors of education have normally placed technology

usage in a different organizational context than artisanry, namely the profes

sions. Where the trained craftsperson has always learned mainly through

observation and action, the educated professional has first learned a body of

rational principles and then applied them to specific cases. In other words,

professions have differed from trades mainly by administering bodies of

coded knowledge rather than bodies of enactive skills. Now somebody

might do both. If the abstraction of craft unites educated knowledge and

trained skill, new forms of practice will emerge. Young fields quickly

advance their knowledge by informal sharing at conventions, in technical

magazines, and in online news groups. New bodies of knowledge cement

new kinds of working communities, and these deserve careful attention

from would-be artists, managers, and software designers.

Communities of Practice

The relationship of the skilled individual to the working organization

has probably received more attention than any other subject in the social

sciences. But now as postindustrial conditions intensifY, the old labor

management dialectic has given way to newer forms of work sociology. In

the process, many previous assumptions about the opposition of craft and

technology are simply disappearing. For example, we have noted how with

computers the means of production are no longer toO expensive for individ

uals to own and operate. Small businesses and sole proprietorships flourish

again, much as before their yielding to centralized factories. Although fac

tories still exist, and continue to disenfranchise the skilled worker, they

are no longer the main locus of work. And where technology usage was

once delegated to an underclass, now it occupies owners, directors, and

entrepreneurs.

Larger issues of postindustrial sociology lie beyond our focus on indi

vidual practice here, but must nevertheless influence any study of digital

work. For example, the shift from corporate hierarchy to freelance network

contributes to the viability of small practice niches. Increasing legitimacy

of informal collective knowledge, even within corporations, puts the

brakes on procedural deskilling. The rise of social computing suggests that

technology has more important uses than automation or information pro

cessing. The emergence of more Widespread authorship suggests new possi

bilities for practice.

Although our study has focused on individual, personal-computer

based work, the theme of contextual awareness has resurfaced throughout

our examination of tools, media, improvisation, and expertise. Note then

that context also includes community. Relationships to clients, coworkers,

and other working communities can inform and give value to our work.

Networks in particular build context. But before exploring newly net

worked conditions, consider traditional trades, modern professions, and the

procedural organizations of scientific industry for their contributions to

our understanding of practice.

Perhaps some ancient artisan practiced completely alone: he who made

things just for use by himself or by his immediate community, working

with whatever was at hand, may have been completelY independent. 23 But

for us to argue over who is truly self-sufficient is nearly as useless as to

debate about what, if anything, is truly made by hand. It would be better

to examine the evolving relation of the artisan and the organization.

Working organizations are built not only on particular technologies,

but also shared methods, assumptions, and premises of practice. T~is is

evident in the way that trades have remained a normal working arrange

ment throughout history. As members of trades, craftsmen have naturally

banded together to share a specific training, to learn from one another's tal

ents, and to enable themselves to work in complementary ways. Such com

munities have inevitably been more capable than lone individuals, for

they allow diversification of skills and conversely provide for a sharing of

abilities and experiences. Whether around the glassblowers' oven or over

the digital color printer, co-workers take part in a heightened sense of
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productivity. This sense has a philosophical component: shared avocations,

reflecting masters' admiration for one another's commitments and achieve

ments. Of course there have been overriding economic and logistical

motives as well-commerce in particular. For once people have mastered

a way of making things, it is naturally advantageous to band together

to make and sell many of them.

Trades that allow some masters to practice a whole process have

earned lasting admiration. The important distinction is division at the nat

ural scale of specific practices, and this arrangement reached its apex with

the medieval guilds. Notably, unlike an artisan in an earlier age, whose

status obtained directly from the wares he produced, the guild member's

status obtained from a place in an organization. Nevertheless, the work

manship at the heart of a guild required commitment and risk because

irreversible mistakes could be made at any step of the way. As a result,

the master artisan was in full control of a whole process.

The steady decline of this arrangement in the face of industrializa

tion was accompanied by the rise of a new organization based on individual

expertise: the profession. Because of the generally more scientific thinking

of the age-stressing parsimony, technicality, and abstraction-industrial

organization grew beyond the point where it could be served by unwritten

experience. Industrialization required explicit planning. To survey and

develop land, harness engine power, plan factory processes, create manu

facturable product designs, and otherwise manage industry in a reliable,

predictable way would have been impossible without abstract formula

tions. The groups that rose to provide these services were professions.

As already mentioned, the foremost distinction between the profes

sional and the craftsman (or laborer) was education. With technology, tekne

now required logos. Science in particular provided a body of knowledge

that could form a universal basis ofpractice as well as a curriculum

for aspiring students. 24 Symbolic thinking now become more important

than knowledge acquired through observation and action. The aspiring

professional learned a body of symbolic knowledge, the intern refined his

understanding of this knowledge by application to specific cases, and the

expert continually tested and expanded the domain. Practices administered

domain knowledge.

Professionals have also been distinguished by their scholastic orienta

tion. While a professional conducted business, he did not exactly engage in

commerce, or advertise. There is a historical basis: if the trades grew out of

cities, the professions came from the universities, which themselves origi

nally emerged from the church. Individual professional qualification, if not

a true priesthood, was at least based on familiarity with classical learning

and with gentlemanly status. 25 Professions gave certification a new form,

one that only a few gentlemen could afford at first. The liberal arts and the

social rank which had traditionally been the locus of general wisdom be

came precisely the basis for the professional right to use judgment and

recommend extent of services, rather than having to deliver on demand

like tradesmen.

Professionals today are central players in an information economy.

You could say that we conduct much of society's principal business

through professions. Donald Schon observed: "There are few occupations

that have failed to seek our professional sratus." "Institutions such as gov

ernments, schools, armies, and hospitals are arenas for the exercise of pro

fessional activity." "In modern society where almost everyone works, and

occupation is a major factor in social rank, most educated individuals

aspire to professional status."16

Professionalism fits well with the contemporary conception of the

knowledge worker. Mere information processing does not suffice: one can

not just amass the most information, but must grasp the best relations.

One must move enough data that patterns emerge. In the search for pat

tern, information technology changes organizations and transforms domain

knowledge itself. Much as data become information, so information be

comes knowledge-and any of this may build intellectual capital. Knowl

edge is then produced to be sold and consumed, and even knowledge abour

consuming knowledge is legitimized: marketing is now a recognized disci

pline in many universities. 17

Many disciplinary communities leveraged by information technology
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regard to the materials or processes in which those would be executed.

There was a second component to the work, however: the Queen's Ware, a

line of plain, useful fine cast earthenware, produced in volume for what

Wedgwood astutely perceived as a newly emerging middle market.

Queen's Ware was arguably the first unwitting example ofwhat later became

understood as industrial design. For both these businesses, Wedgwood

not only manufactured but also marketed, improved distribution, and even

influenced taste. In this regard, trading on ideas, he was also unwittingly

administrating an information practice. Etruria illustrates the power of an

explicit process modeL It is a seminal example of intellectual capitaL

It is also highly organizationaL Within Etruria, Wedgwood

rearranged the older piecework model into an essentially modern form:

he divided the craftsmen's work into simpler tasks and he recruited and

trained semiskilled workers to perform them; he regimented the content

and duration of the work, for which he paid by time and not by piece.

Upon this model, and without regard to machine technology, Adam Smith

built his theories published in The Wealth ofNations, Among other things,

Smith noted that "parsimony, not industry, is the immediate cause of the

increase of capital:'29

By the twentieth century, parsimony had come to mean scientific

management, and scientific process models had acquired a particular

notoriety, especially due to Frederick Taylor's management philosophy of

disenfranchising the skilled worker. Rather than allowing the discretion

of the skilled worker to regulate the process flow, as had been the case in

traditional work, Taylorism turned the tables so that process flow now

regulated the individual work rate. This was achieved by first reducing the

scope of each task to the point where so little skill was required that it

could hardly be withheld, conducting time-and-motion studies to estab

lish what was fair to expect, and then enforcing production quotas. In

effect, this shifted care from individual pieces to composite processes, and

helped establish the assembly line. It transferred control from labor to man

agement, which indicated that if deskilling had already become a reality,
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now it was made into policy.30 Perhaps nothing has done more to enforce

the stereotypical opposition of craft and technology.

Yet as we are witnessing today, the archetypal assembly line is

hardly the final state of industrialization. The historian David Noble has

idemified it as the third of four successive stages: division of labor, mecha

nization, continuous process automation, and control systems. The fourth

stage, closed-loop feedback command and comrol, was begun at midcen

tury, when "war-related developments in electronics, servo-mechanisms,

and computers converged in the postwar period to create a powerful new

technology and theory of control."31 Some of these theories formed a very

practical basis for a fledgling discipline in numerically controlled machin

ing. Others extended the theory of intellectual capital into a neural version

of scientific management, which Norbert Wiener coined the word "cyber

netics" to embrace.32 At MIT, Wiener's work on the theory of messages led

him beyond electrical engineering into language, sociology, the structure

of nervous systems, and the machine automata that could correspond to all

of these. Wiener saw beyond command· and control toward a metaphorical

equivalence to biological systems, and that within any such cybernetic ner

vous system, the "brain" would need "hands" too:

The computing machine represents the center of the factory, but it

will never be the whole factory. On the one hand, it receives detailed

instructions from elements of the nature of sense organs ... Besides

these, the comrol system must contain effectors, or components

which act on the outer world ... Of course, we assume that the

instruments which act as sense organs record not only the original

state of the work, but also the result of all the previous processes.

Thus the machine may carry out feedback operations. In other

words, the all-over system will correspond to the complete animal

with. sense organs, effectors, and proprioceptors.33

A generation earlier than almost anyone else, Wiener understood

that adaptive production would replace the rigid assembly line as the ideal

of industrial engineering practice. Cybernetics would involve not only

production machinery but also sophisticated process models and self

regulating sensory systems.
Today's flexible-production CAD/CAM shop is a crude embodiment

of this vision. Approaches such as computer-aided process planning, group

technology, concurrent engineering, rapid prototyping, just-in-time plan

ning, and other such "enterprise workflows" are being adopted by an entire

generation of manufacturers.34 Together these stages comprise an informa

tion infrastructure that makes it easier to reconcile business schedules and

manufacturing volumes. The,direct economic benefits of this flexibility

include lower inventory, less waste, less delay, and a larger range of prod

ucts and sales. We see the abundant and varied results all around us.

But look again. Beyond the coupling of flexible manufacturing sys

tems to management information systems, the leverage of programmed

capital trading pushes the abstraction of work toward the point where a

global economy becomes largely autonomous. Currently the world's ten

biggest corporations make more money than the world's hundred smallest

nations, and they do it with the efforts of a twentieth of one percent of the

world's people. Some thirty times the value of the gross global product cir

culates through world financial markets daily. Scientific management has

come to meanS global optimization of capital, and the personal worth of
work has come to be fairly incidental. Worldwide, nearly one person in

six is unemployed. 3~ Many more are underemployed, or employed unsus

tainably. It is easy to project these developments to the point were we can

imagine an economy with no workers, only laborers and owners.

Within the higher echelons of management, procedural rational-

ism threatens to undermine human judgement until experts become an

endangered species. As Hubert and Stuart Dreyfus warned during the furor

over artificial intelligence in the mid-1980s, purely procedural competence

is less likely to grow into true expertise: "If we fail to put logic machines

in their place, as aids to human beings with expert intuition, then we shall

end up as servants supplying data to our competent machines. Should cal

culative rationality triumph, no one will notice that something is missing,
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but now, while we still know what expert judgement is, let us use that

expert judgement to preserve it:'36

As noted in the discussion of symbols in chapter 4, numerical mod

els cannot represent when they are appropriate. Thus according to its crit

ics, the problems raised by the global mechanism economy are mostly an

accounting error.37 When the operands in the algorithms of the abstract

autonomous economy have no human referents; when raw material, both

human and planetary, is treated as income, not capital; when downstream

or tcue costs of depleting these resources do not enter the all-powerful

numerical simulations; when the incidental benefits of work on the worker

are forgotten; then there cannot be praxis, wabi, or craft. We are drowning

in goods, but lacking in good.

The Place of Participatory Expertise

At the end of the 1980s, just as computer-aided process management was

taking hold, industrial historian Shoshana Zuboffpublished In the Age of

the Smart Machine, which has become a standard work on the relation of

the individual to the automated workplace. Zuboff coined the term "in

formate" (distinct from "automate") to signifY the emergence of an explicit

process model-perceptible intellectual capital.

On the one hand, the technology can be applied to automating opera

tions according to a logic that hardly differs from that of a nine

teenth century machine system-replace the human body with a

technology that enables the same processes to be performed with

more continuity and COntrol. On the other, the same technology

simultaneously generates information about the underlying produc

tive and administrative processes through which an organization ac

complishes its work ... In this way information technology

supersedes the rradi tional logic of automation. 38

Zuboff concluded that in effect intel1eccual capitalization changes the level

at which people work. In support of this theory-which had not yet been

generally accepted-she spent years interviewing factory workers. Here is

a selection of their remarks:

"We never got paid to have ideas; we gOt paid to work:'

"Things occur to me now that never would have occurred to me

before."

"With all this information in front of me, I begin to think about

how to do the job better."

"I think being successful here has a lot to do with imagination. You

have to be able to imagine things that you have never seen, to visual

ize them. For example, when you see a dash on the screen, you need

to be able to relate that to a thirty-five-foot-square by twenty-five

foot-high toom full of pulp."

"In this environment, the key to influence is not telling people what

to do but in helping to shape the way they interpret data."

"It's the process of looking at something from different angles that I

find so valuable."39

Zuboff also emphasized the limits of hierarchy in "informated"

organizations. When skill bases transform to the point where mental agil

ity is required of everyone, the tiers of obedience typical of conventional in

dustry lose effectiveness. "As the work becomes more abstract, the need for

positive motivation and internal commitment becomes all the more cru

cial."40 What Zuboff found for factory workers bears a striking similarity

to what Polanyi had said for scientific researchers. When participation

demands trust in an abstract method, and production requires mental mod

els of process, then personal involvement becomes essential.

This is only more obvious for professionals. When things are pro

ceeding normally, experts don't solve problems and don't make decisions;

they just do what normally worksY Their choice of approach is personally

involved. Like craftsmen, professionals practice an art that has an impor

tant component of reflectivity. Schon said: "If it is tcue that there is an irre

ducible element of art in professional practice, it is also true that gifted
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engineers, teachers, sdentists, architects, and managers sometimes display

artistry in their day-to-day practice. If the art is not invariant, known,

and teachable, it appears nonetheless, at least for some individuals, to be
learnable."42

Increasingly, that learnable art involves experience with technologi

cal context. We have explored this at length: digital tools serve as meta

phors for defining symbolic contexts. A medium is experienced as the

structured affordances of context. Better interfaces relieve attention

overload by getting computing out of the way, that is, changing it from

active task into passive context. Digital production occurs within a highly

visual and networked environment, where our primary context is

communication.

The social context of postindustrial practice presents limits to pro

cedural policies. For one thing, there is only so far that technologists can

instrumentalize and capitalize human interaction without the active partic

ipation of domain experts-and experts prefer to intervene only in defense

of their judgment and oversight. Thus analysts and ethnographers increas

ingly contend that instead of being forced to reify and stereotype work

practices in service of further automation, members of work communi-

ties must be allowed to use social computing as a means of drawing out,

enriching, and constantly redefining their tacit expertises.43

If there is a unifying theme to the economics of the 1990s, it is the

expansion of authorship. Instead of administrating a chain of command,

managers create conditions where individuals find and solve problems

themselves. This also effects cultural expression: the passivity once associ

ated with both work and entertainment is giving way to something more

participatory-"interactive"-which at least means some active response

to a dynamic model, or better yet creative contribution to process, and

with these a certain reunion of work and play.

Correspondingly, if there is a unifying theme from the personal

perspective, it seems to be simply this: increasingly abstract work takes greater

personal commitment. Perhaps paradoxically, the emergence of intellectual

capital increases the emphasis that organizations must place on individual

creativity. Deskilling ceases to benefit management, mental agility gets

some credit, and informal networks complement deliberate organization.

Influence, contingent action, technological structuring, and mutual learn

ing occur primarily, most effectively, and as always, at the level of expert

community.

An Ecology of Talents

Not surprisingly, the organizational mantra of the 1990s has become to em

ulate the dynamics of natural systems. Unlike the detachment and waste of

late modern industrial production, natural systems thrive on interconnec

tion, diversification, and self regulation of huge numbers of very small

entities. Perhaps the first widely received expression of this principle was

the economist E. F. Schumacher's Small Is Beautiful (1973):

For every activity there is a certain appropriate scale, and the more

active and intimate the activity, and the smaller the number of

people that can take part, the greater is the number of such relation

ship arrangements that need to be established.

The economics of giantism and automation is a left-over of

nineteenth century conditions and nineteenth century thinking and

it is totally incapable of solving any of the real problems today. An

entirely new system of thought is needed, a system based on atten

tion to people, and not primarily attention to goods-{the goods

will look after themselves!).44

In an ecology, phenomena occur more at the level of the system than

in any of its particular constituents. Systematic stability, sensitivity, tran

sient responses, and long-term adaptability occur at the level of a whole

made from a great many parts. Within this dynamic, the majority of en

ergy transmitted is devoted to maintenance and self-regulation. There is

minimal waste, and the by-products of one process become the raw mate

rial for another. There is no unemployment in nature. Known ecologies
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exhibit intense diversity of constituents, and moreover, great range of

scales and linkages between constituents. Processes often exhibit cyclical

patterns, as well as recursive similarities of form between different orders

of magnitude of scale.

In The Ecology ofCommerce (1993), Paul Hawken has applied these

principles to sustainable business enterprise. In response to the numerical

modeling errors of extractive industry, he explains the need to account true

COStS and argues that when thjs js done, small-scale practices that develop

rather than exhaust the human being may indeed appear to be the most

profitable of aiL When social and environmental costs enter the balance

sheet, traditional processes emphasizing realtime maintenance and fewer

products_ of higher value may again become competitive.4~ Hawken pres

ents a context for a latter-day artisanry in restorative work. If business is

about adding value, and the deficit we live under is really because modern

business took more than it gave, then there should be value in giving back,

in taking care of things continuously, and working in small, incremental

ways. The artifacts of this new work include models of material cycles and

sustainable systems. Making, keeping, mending, and maintaining, all of

which are characteristics of traditional craft with respect to isolated ob

jects, now need to become characteristics ofpostconsumerist practices with

respect to whole systems. Under an economics of true cost, sustainability is

the least costly way to work, and thus business and environmental sense

become reconciled. 46 But this is anything but a throwback to preindustrial

conditions, for there are no low-tech solutions in orderY Business ecology

consists of using the best of high technology to support diversjfication,

empower small organizations, and model the dynamics of systems.

Throughout this work, small businesses have a better chance to sense

needs, adapt to new conditions, and respond to local variations. And for

individuals, mental agility and contribution of personal values become

essential qualifications for work:

Only the internet provides a means to interconnect enough constit

uents to comprise an ecology. Conversely, the net is a niche-enabler: better

9.2 The Cra{tsmQn magazine covers
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better than others. As Winston Churchill had so memorably said for the

h . "Wi make our net-
effect of buildings, so now Mitchell restates t e matter. e

ak ,,~o

works, and thereafter our networks m e us.
Networked communities are knowledge wells that flow from and sus-

. . Th n' ties find representa-
tain highly differentiated partICIpants. ese commu 1

tion in shared workspace technology, such as groupware, liveboards, and

virtual studios. Shared space and documents in turn may fos~er more col

laboration, and less contention among individually preconcelv~d agendas,

than in conventional business conduct. But at the same time,. Intercon

nection -builds on noninrerchangeable roles, more like a hospItal or an

orchestra than a command-and-control platoon.~l It gives the con~ected
specialist an advantage over the conformist or the loner. Eve.n deSign work,

which has long been portrayed as the crusade of the solo artlst among

h
.j.· er, recast as negotiation and multidisciplinary exchange. In

p I IstmeS, g
I ely structured commu

place of freelancers and power teams emerges a oos

nity of interests. . .
Practical digital media are toO new, and the internet IS changlOg roo

rapidly, for there to exist much formally prepared eVi~en~e for a new ~lass
of postindustrial artisans. ~2 Bur indirect everyday indICatlO.n~ abound. pro

liferating low-cost software, hundreds of social virtual realttles (MUDs),

communications allow businesses to occupy very small roles and sti1l be no

ticed. Broad scope of contact causes small organizations doing similar work

in different territories to expand territories, and, rather than go into direct

competition, further differentiate their respective services. Larger organiza

tions already in direct competition become more aware of their respective

moves, and more prone to match one another, or merge and restructure, or

crumble into looser, better-balanced agglomerations. It is not just small is

beautiful or bigger is better: increasing scale diversity stabilizes all scales.

On the internet, organizations improve relationships with smaller indepen

dent practitioners and larger global markets and indicators. One of the

chief differences between ecology and late-modern corporate structure is

the degree of linkage and similarity of pattern across a greater range of

scales.

Furthermore, note that the dynamics of the internet enable more con

tinually adaptive organizational change. As William J. Mitchell observes

in City ofBits (1995), "We are entering the era of the temporary, recombi

nant, virtual organization-of business arrangements that demand good

computing and telecommunications environments rather than large, per

manent home offices:' The internet distributes supply and demand for

more sophisticated resources-and to more remote locations-with the

result that people can often work when, where, and with whom they want.

This in turn leads to a more distributed approach to domain knowledge,

where the power of the system resides more in adaptable configurations of

expert niches, and less in institutionalized territories.

As complexity theorists have demonstrated, such ecological prop

erties as diversity, scale recursion, and self-regulation emerge more

effectively in a recombinant realm than under a rigid structure.48 This

phenomenon also corroborates what postmodern theory says about how

societies and their technologies continually reconstruct one another. As

networks and computing shift emphasis from managing information to

mediating relationships, information technology becomes an increasingly

powerful means of organizational change.49 Much like architecture, techno

logical arrangements represent sociopolitical structures, and some do so

Axed hierarchy

Task automation

Controlled process

Procedures

DesklUing

9.3 Postindustrial management

Recombinant network

Social computing

Community process

Concepts

Mental agility
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9.4 From techniques to specializations

In three-dimensional design

thousands of news groups, tens of thousands ofparticipants at media

related congresses, nearly a million subscriptions to the art-tech magazine

Wired, a dear shift in business literature toward contingent collaboration

rather than structured procedures, and of course the appearance of the

word "craft" in so many contexts. Together these phenomena suggest,

amid the incomprehensible context of the internet, a healthy future for

humanly scaled, personally involved, and knowably talented work.

Plun'ngln

"Happiness is good activity, not amusement," wrote Aristotle. "It would,

indeed, be strange if the end were amusement, and if one were to take

trouble and suffer hardship all one's life in order to amuse oneself" The Ni

chomachean Ethics begins its entire discussion of moral virtue on the subject

of habit, the very word for which was ethos . ..

Moral virtue comes about as a result of habit. The virtues do not

arise by nature, nor [contrary to nature), but rather we are adapted

by nature to receive them, and are made perfect by habit ...

Virtues we get first by exercising them, as also happens in the

case of the arts as well. For the things we have to learn before we can

do them, we learn by doing them, e.g., men become builders by

building and lyre-players by playing the lyre; so too we become just

by doing just acts, temperate by doing temperate acts, brave by

doing brave acts. 54

And so should it be with digital craft. As the Arts and Crafts movement

contended, metely putting in time at a job is insufficient, and a vestige of

industrialism. There is little satisfaction among salary men working only

for what their pay can obtain: work itself must provide some satisfaction.

"To live well is to wotk well," the theologist Matthew Fox says, echoing

Stickley's position, and that of Aquinas before him, as a creed for the

postindustrial world: to work for good, not goods, to work on the human

f . "beings themselves-these are the components 0 a restoratIve economy.

Such ideals seem far from the hard realities of digital production.

We seem to work more for our machines than they for us, or us for each

other. As we have reviewed in detail here, computer operations remain

quite crude and especially lack enough touch. Like the industrial produc

tion protested by the proponents of Arts and Crafts movement, computers'

incontestable practicality gives rise to an astonishing amount of banal and

cheaply executed work. Their programmatic requirements necessarily ste

reotype, proceduralize, and level-down subtle aspects of work and practice.

Their tool structures and media genres, which are among their more

appealing properties, remain without the stability and duration to support

cultivated lifelong practice. Moreover, their association with residual
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assumptions about the opposition of craft and technology keeps many

potential enthusiasts and accomplished artisans away.

Writ large, the technology economy seems little better. We build an

ever more intractable technical edifice, as if that is what is expected of us.

The computer industry's intense impetus to come up with solutions in

search of problems, and then to oversell them, invites a backlash of skepti

cism. The obvious power of postmodern marketing to wedge goods into

any fissure in society, thereby driving people further apart and thus multi

plying demand for still more goods, both through redundancy and as a sub

stitute for civic life, is especially pernicious in computing. Shall we all end

up fortified alone in our home offices, glued to our monitors?

And yet there is room for optimism based on something more than

critical resistance. For example, some favorable aspects of modernity re

main viable in the webs of postmodernity. As Habermas stated it, "The

goal is to relink modern culture with an everyday praxis that still depends

on vital heritages, but that would be impoverished through mere tradition

alism."~6 Today when cultural production with digital technology claims

aspects ofnontraditional craft, it is pursuing that same goal. Even amid the

premodern Arts and Crafts movement, Stickley had implied a similar orien

tation: "The modern trouble lies not in the use of machinery, but with the

abuse of it, and the hope of reform would seem to be in the direction of a

return to the spirit which animated the workers of a more primitive age,

and not merely to an imitation of their method of working."~7

Whatever the likelihood of a virtual Arts and Crafts movement to

go with a second Industrial Revolution, creative computing has long since

escaped the glassed-in worlds of authoritarian control. And while many

people still suffer at back-office data entry, at least somewhere, somehow,

others are making the leap from rote computer operations to satisfying

practices. We have explored several components of this leap. Networks

make artifacts more transmissible, and provide more settings for compari

sons and discussions of practice, than to do their grassroots traditional craft

counterparts. Genuine collaborations need not interfere so much with indi

vidual aspirations as they did in the format of corporate teams. We under

stand better how the value and meaning of work are socially constructed.

New practices develop critical discourses more rapidly, and communities

based on a shared appreciation find venues more easily.

And whatever the timeframe for developing better sensory engage

ment, computers are already a lot more enjoyable than they used to be. As

interaction design matures, software can occasionally stir our imagination

with its invitation to build and inhabit mental models. Computers let us

improvise better, with more notational density, with more variations pos

sible in realtime, and with that particular merger of continuity and nota

tion so difficult to achieve in material media. Fascinating possibilities

emerge to work algorithmically, to experiment with variables of premise

and process, in a manner that at the same time involves practices and skill

ful action. The cultures and critical conventions of an established medium

emerge, even if outside the academy at first, much as they once did with

film. Probably there is no better approach to what is positive about com

puting than to explore it as a medium. Already such explorations have

shown properties of economy, emphasis, and execution that we normally

associate with arts and crafts.

Working with a personal level of motivation and commitment, we have a

renewed opportunity for restoring value to the working knowledge of a me

dium. We have no choice but to respond to the computer, but we are well

advised to see that the impetus for work remains with ourselves. The me

dium is still quite new, and its unforeseen uses have only begun to be imag

ined. But even if better technologies may be a long time coming, already

the needs for sensory balance, habitual practice, and personal knowledge

are being acknowledged. Already too, and even with today's technology,

we can acknowledge the role of the individual as someone more than a

"user." We can suggest that the most important aspect about how to use a

computer is how to be when using a computer.

You might find that it takes a lifetime to master, or that your work

place discourages its pursuit, but already there is some possibility of craft

in the electronic realm. Visual thinking, tacit knowledge of tools, experi

ence in the affordances of media, and intelligent practices all may yet com

bine to make these devices worthwhile. The quality of the outcome will
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depend less on the technology than on those of us who master it. The pos

sibility of craft lies not so much in the technology as in the outlook you

bring to it. The great paradox of computing is that the better this think

ing apparatus becomes, the more we appreciate the value of a conscious

human being.
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33. Nicholas Negroponre, Being Digital, 204.

34. Ben Shneiderman, "Direct manipulation: a step beyond programming lan

guages," in IEEE computer 16:(8), and cited in interview in Jenny Preece, et. al.,

Human-Computer Interaction, 207.

35. These ideas have been well voiced by Bill Buxton, of AliasfWavefronr Re

search, among others.

36. Mark Weiser, "The Computer in the 21st Century."

Chapter 2: Eyes

1. Again, a debt to the style, and in some places the very words, of Ackerman's A

Natural History 0/the Senses.

2. John Walker, "Through the Looking Glass;' in Brenda Laurel, ed., The Art oj

Human-Computer Interface Design.

3. Rudolf Arnheim, Visual Thinking, 153, 161.

4. Ibid., 153-174.

5. David Gelertner. The Muse in the Machine.

C? The reason-imagery schism has preoccupied Lacan, in particular.

7. Conversation with Floyd Weay.

8. Ken Wilber, Eye to Eye-The Questfor the New Paradigm, 201.

9. Ernst Gombrich, The Image and the Eye, 12, 178-179.
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10. David Pye, The NatureandArt ofWqrkmanship, 2.

11. Ibid., 4.

12. Henri Focillon, The Lift ofForms in Art, 33.

13. Gombrich, Art and IIlltJion, 370.

14. Ibid., 389.

15. Polanyi, Personal Knowledge, 54.

16. Octavio Paz, "Use and Contemplation," in World Arts Council, In Praise of

Hands.

17. Read, Art and IndltJtry, 12.

18. Ibid., xvi.

19. Sontag, Against Interpretation, 10.

20. Paz, "Use and Contemplation."

21. Sontag, Against Interpretation, 11.

22. Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media-The Extensions ofMan, 24.

23. Jameson, Posttllodernistll, or, The Cultural Logic ofLate Capitalism, 48.

24. Negroponte, Being Digital, 18.

25. Ibid., 71.

26. Kenner, The Mechanic Muse, '37-61.

27. Ibid., 54.

28. See Mitchell and McCullough, Digital Design Media.

29. Laurel, Computers as Theater, 113.

30. Polanyi, Personal Knowledge, 103, 131.

31. Holtzman, Digital Mantras, 276.

Chapter 8: Play

1. Needleman, The Work ofCraft. Without sampling great numbers of books by

craftspeople, it is dear that this book is a standard with much to say to the aca

demic researcher as well as to the folk practitioner. Needleman speaks largely as a

teacher and is able to present the reflective aspects of her work in straightforward

terms.

2. Karl Groos, The Flay ofMan.

3. Berman, The Reenchantment ofthe World, 136.

4. Gardner, Art, Mind and Brain.

5. David Sudnow, ways ofthe Hand-The Organization oflmprovisedCondllct, 7.

6. Read, Art and Industry.

7. Ibid.

8. Brian Eno, interview with Kevin Kelly, in Wired 3.05.

9. Alan Kay, "Computer Software," in Scientific American 251 :(3),1984, cited in Lau

rel, Computers as Theater, 32.

10. Needleman, The Wqrk ofCraft.

11. Jerome Bruner, "On Craft, Creativity, and Surprise," in Jerome Bruner, Alison

Jolly, and Kathy Silva, eds., Play.

Chapter 9: Practice

1. Gustav Stickley, "The Truth About Work," in Sanders, ed., The Cra/tslnan

An Anthology.

2. Ernest Batchelder, "The Arts and Crafts Movement in America: Work or Play,"

in Sanders, ed., The Craftsman-An Anthology.

3. Ibid.
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4. Gustav Stickley, "Als Ich Kanne," in Sanders, ed., The Craftsman-An Anthology.

5. Sadler, A. L., Cba-No-Yu, TbeJapaneIe Tea Ceremony, 1, xix. Amusingly, Sadler

saw parallels in the efficiency movements of modern America, which were spread

ing from industry into domestic life of the rime, much as the tea ceremony had

spread from the monastic world into the domestic routines ofJapan.

6. Ibid., I.

7. Lucie-Smith, TbeStoryofCraft, 84.

8. Stickley, "The Truth About Work."

9. Polanyi, Personal Knowledge.

10. Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition.

11. Needleman, The WOrk ofCraft, 9.

12. VA. Howard, Artistry-the WOrk ofArtists, 157-177.

13. Needleman, The Work ofCraft, 112.

14. Ibid.

15. Hubert Dreyfus and Stuart Dreyfus, Mind over Machine.

16. Needleman, The Work ofCraft, 9.

17. Richard Bernstein, Praxis andAction.

18. Michel de Certeau, Tbe Practice o/Everyday Lift. The ubiquitous manual on privi

leging rhe reader. How to sifr, incriminatingly, through the detritus of the junk

tribe.

19. Wendell Berry, The Unsettling ofAmerica. Something of the Buckminster Fuller

tradition here too.

20. Morris Berman, The Reenchantment ofthe·World. Some might argue that this

work is uncritical. Is affirmative praxis an oxymoron?

21. Xerox PARe philosophy. Cf. Brown, Buxton, Card, Weiser.

22. Mitchell and McCullough, Digital Design Media.

23. Douglas Harper, WOrking Knowledge, 19.

24. Philip Elliot, Sociology ofthe Professions, 40.

25. Ibid., 27.

26. Donald Schon, The Re./ktive Practitio11ey, 3-4.

27. Jean-Francois Lyotard, The PostmodenJ Condition-A Report on Knowledge, 4. See

also Daniel Bell, The Cwing ofPost-Indmtrial Society.

28. Lucie-Smith, The Story ofCraft, 194. Lucie-Smith, A History ofIndustrial Design,

35-37. Mathias and Davis, eds., First Industrial Revolutions, 162.

29. Adam Smith, cited in Sronier, Wealth ofInformation.

30. Noble, Forces ofProduction, 33.

31. Ibid., 36, 52.

32. Wiener, The Human Use ofHuman Beings-CybenJetics and Society, 1. The word

"cybernetics" derived from the Greek kubemetes, or "steersman," which is also the

root word for "governor." Cyber- may not be the right descriptor for today's ungov

ernable online spaces.

33. Ibid., 157.

34. New developments occur rapidly here. Try using any of these terms as web

search criteria: flexible manufacturing systems, computer-aided process planning,

group technology, concurrent engineering, rapid prototyping, just-in-time

planning.

35. Paul Hawken, The Ecology ofContmerce, 92.

36. Dreyfus and Dreyfus, Mind over Machine.

37. See for example the Global Business Network web site, including the indus

trial ecology den.niton by Hardin TIbbs.

38. Shoshana Zuboff, In the Age ofthe Smart Machine, 9.

39. Ibid., 74, 75, 86, 290, 368, 380.
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40. Ibid., 291.

41. Dreyfus and Dreyfus, Mind over Machine.

42. Schon, The Reflective Practitioner, 18.

43. Lucy Suchman, ed., "Representations ofWark," issue focus of Commlmic4tions of
the ACM. 38(9).

44. Schumacher, Small 1J Bealltiful, 62, 70.

45. Hawken, The Ecology ofCommerce.

46. Ibid.

47. Conversation with Paul Hawken.

48. See chaos and complexity theory, for example Stuart Kauffman, Origins a/Order:

Self-Organization and Selection in Eva/lltion.

49. Michael Schrage, Shared Minch-The New Technologies a/Collaboration.

50. William J. Mitchell, City ofBiti, 97.

51. Schrage, Shared Minds, 126, 140.

52. Putting such empirical study in the foreground would make another good

book. but the choice was made here to gather diverse elements into a synthesized
craft theory first.

53. Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, X.6.

54. Ibid., II. I.

55. Matthew Fox, The Reinvention ofWork, 6, 21, 34, 56. The radical priest, never

likely to be honored by either academics or business experts, makes a postindus

rrial, postjob case for the moral value of work.

56. Jurgen Habermas, "Modernism, an Incomplete Project," in Hal Foster, ed., The
Anti-Aesthetic, 13.

57. Stickley, "The Uses and Abuses of Machinery:'
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